
RIEMANN-HURWITZ FORMULA IN BASIC ZS-EXTENSIONSYi Ouyang1 and Fei XuDepartment of MathematicsUniversity of Science and Technology of ChinaHefei, Anhui 230026People's Republic of ChinaAbstract. We study the basic ZS-extension of imaginary abelian �eld and estab-lish a formula on Hurwitz-type relations of �(p; S)-invariants. Our result can beconsidered as a generalization of Y.Kida [5] .
1.Introduction.Let p be a prime number and F be a CM-�eld. Let F1 be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of F. For every n, we have a unique subextension Fn of degree pn overF in F1. We denote F+ the maximal real sub�eld of F, and let h�n be the relativeclass number of Fn=F+n , then we have a well known result:ordp(h�n ) = ��pn + ��n+ ��;�� � 0; �� � 0; and �� are integers, when n is su�ciently large.Let E be a CM-�eld and a p-extension of F, under the assumption ��F = 0,Y.Kida([5]) proved a striking analogue of the classical Riemann-Hurwitz genus for-mula from the theory of compact Riemann surfaces, by describing the behavior of�� in p-extension. His result can be described as the following:Theorem 0 (see [8,Theorem 4.1]). ��F = 0 if and only if ��E = 0, and whenthis is the case ��E � �E =[E1 : F1](��F � �F)+X!0 (e(!0=�0)� 1)�X! (e(!=�)� 1);1Current Address: School of Mathematics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455,U.S.A. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 YI OUYANG2 AND FEI XUwhere the summation is taken over all places !0 on E1 (resp. ! on E+1) which donot lie above p and �0 = !0jF1 (resp. � = !jF+1), e(!=�) (resp. e(!0=�0)) is therami�cation index of ! (resp. !0) over � (resp. �0) and �E = 1 or 0 (resp. �F = 1or 0) according E (resp. F) contains �p (or �4 if p = 2) or not.There are several ways to prove this result. K.Iwasawa([4]) showed us a proof byusing Galois cohomology. W.Sinnott([8]) gave a proof by using p-adic L-functionand J. Satoh([6]) obtained it by using the theory of � -transforms of rational func-tions. In this paper, we'll generalize the above result to basic ZS-extension whenE and F are abelian.Let S = fp1; :::; psg be a �nite set of primes, ZS = Ql2SZl and QS be theZS-extension of Q, FS = FQS is called the basic ZS-extension of F. Let N =pn11 � � � pnss and FN be the unique subextension of degree N of FS . Let h�N denotethe relative class number of FN=F+N . From a theorem of E. Friedman([2]), when Fis an imaginary abelian number �eld, we haveordpi(h�N ) = ��(pi; S)ni + ��(pi; S);where all ni are su�ciently large and pi 2 S.In this paper, using the relationship between ��(pi; S) and the ��invariant ofDirichlet character of F, we obtain the following main result.Theorem 1. Fixed p 2 S, let E and F be imaginary abelian number �elds and Ebe a p-extension of F, we have��E(p; S)� �E =[ES : FS ](��F(p; S)� �F)+X!0 (e(!0=�0)� 1)�X! (e(!=�)� 1);where the summation is taken over all places !0 on ES (resp. ! on E+S ) which donot lie above p and �0 = !0jFS (resp. � = !jF+S ), and e(!=�) (resp. e(!0=�0)) is therami�cation index of ! (resp. !0) over � (resp. �0) and �E = 1 or 0 (resp. �F = 1or 0) according E (resp. F) contains �p (or �4 if p = 2) or not.2. Preliminaries.Let p 2 S be a �xed prime number and putq = � 4; p = 2;p; p 6= 2:Let !p be the Teichm�uller character mod q. For every m 2 Z with (m; p) = 1 andm 6= �1, we have m = !p(m)(1 +m1pnm);



RIEMANN-HURWITZ FORMULA IN BASIC ZS-EXTENSIONS 3with m1 2 Zp; (m1; p) = 1 and nm being a positive integer. We let Q(p) denote thebasic Zp-extension on Q and T = S � fpg.Let O be a ring of integers of a �nite extension over Qp and let f(X) = a0 +a1X + � � � 2 O[[X]] be a non zero power series. We de�ne�(f) = minfordpai : i � 0g; �(f) = minfi � 0 : ordpai = �(f)g:Clearly we have �(fg) = �(f) + �(g); �(fg) = �(f) + �(g); if f; g are non zeroelements of O[[X]]. So � and � can be de�ned in the quotient �eld of O[[X]] in anatural way.Let Z�S denote the unit group of ZS . SoZ�S = US � VS ;where VS is the torsion part of Z�S and US = Ql2S(1 + 2lZl). Let < >S and !Sdenote the projections from Z�S to US and VS respectively. When s = 1, we havethat !S is the Teichm�uller character. Let � be an odd primitive Dirichlet characterwith values in Cp; where Cp is a �xed completion of algebraic closure of Qp. Anyprimitive Dirichlet character whose conductor is divisible only by the primes in Scan be regarded as a character of Z�S . Such a character is called the second kindfor S if it is trivial on VS . For a character 	 of the second kind for S, then we havethe decomposition 	 = 	 (p)	 (T ), where 	 (p) (resp. 	 (T )) is of the second kind forp (resp. T )(see [9]).Let � be an odd primitive Dirichlet character with values inCp. Fix u a generatorof Up. When �!p is not of the second kind for p, we de�ne�(�) = �(g�(X � 1));where g�(X � 1) 2 2O[[X � 1]]with g�(us � 1) = Lp(s; �!p)and Lp(s; �!p) is the p-adic L-function associated to �!p. When �!p is of the secondkind for p, we de�ne �(�) = �1. The following proposition is [6, Th.1].Proposition 1. Let � be an odd primitive Dirichlet character, � be an even prim-itive Dirichlet character and O be the integer ring of the �eld generated over Qp bythe values of � and � . Suppose



4 YI OUYANG3 AND FEI XU(1) � has a p-power order and its conductor l is a prime number,(2) for all a 2 Z; ��(a) = �(a)�(a),then(i) If � 6= !�1p , we have�(��) = � �(�) + pnl=q; if �(l) � 1 mod }�(�); if �(l) 6� 1 mod }where } is a prime ideal of O above p.(ii) If � = !�1p , we have �(��) = pnlq � 1:Remark 1. This proposition can also be proved by using p-adic L-function (see [8,x2]).Proposition 2. Let � be an odd primitive Dirichlet character of order prime to p,� be an even primitive Dirichlet character of p-power order and ��(a) = �(a)�(a).Suppose the conductor f(�) of � is prime to p. Write f(�) = Ql lkl ; where kl � 1and l are primes. Then(i) kl = 1, for all l.(ii) if � 6= !�1p ; �(��) = �(�) + Xl�(l)=1 pnlq ;if � = !�1p , �(��) = (Xl pnlq )� 1:Proof. (i) By Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have � = Ql �l, where lkl is theconductor of �l and �l has p-power order.If kl 6= 1, consider the natural map:i : Z=(lkl) �! Z=(lkl�1)For any x 2 ker i, x has order of l power. Thus �l(x) is an l power-th root of unity.Note �l has p-power order and (p; l) = 1, we have �l(x) = 1. This is a contradictionbecause lkl is the conductor of �l.(ii) When � 6= !�1p , it follows from Proposition 1 and (i) since ��(l) � 1 mod }if and only if �(l) = 1. When � = !�1p , then l � 1 mod p since �l has p-power order.Therefore �(l) � 1 mod } and we are done by Proposition 1. �



RIEMANN-HURWITZ FORMULA IN BASIC ZS-EXTENSIONS 53. The Number of Splitting Primes.Let k be a �nite abelian extension of Q. In this section, we compute the numberof primes of kS above a prime number l, which is closely related with the charactersof Galois group. The character group of an abelian pro�nite group G means the setof continuous homomorphisms from G to the roots of unity in C�p with the inducedtopology. We denote this character group as G^.Now we take � 2 Gal(kS=Q)^, then ker � is a close subgroup with �nite indexof Gal(kS=Q) (an open subgroup) and � is essentially a usual Dirichlet character.Let k� be the sub�eld of kS �xed by ker �, then we de�ne�(l) = � 0 if l is rami�ed in k�,�(Frobl) if l is unrami�ed in k�.Keeping the above notations, we have the following lemma:Lemma 1. For any prime number l, we have(i) There are �nitely many primes in kS above l.(ii) The number of primes above l in kS is equal to#f� 2 Gal(kS=Q)^ : �(l) = 1g:Proof. (i) First consider S = fpg. Let Q be a prime in k above l.If l = p , it is trivial by [10, Lemma 13.3].If l 6= p, then Q is unrami�ed in kS=k. Writel = !p(l)(1 + pnl l1):Then the number of primes of k above Q is equal to#(Gal(kS=k)=< FrobQ >)� #(Gal(Q(p)=Q)=< Frobl >) � [k : Q]� pnl [k : Q] <1and we proved the case s = 1.If s > 1, let D(Q) be the decomposition group of Q, then D(Q) is a closedsubgroup of ZS and has the form pt11 Zp1 � � � � � ptss Zps ; 0 � ti � 1; i = 1; � � � ; s,where p1i Zpi = 0. It is su�cient to prove that ti < 1; i = 1; � � � ; s: If not,suppose ti = 1. Let k(pi) � L be a basic Zpi -extension of k and D(pi)(Q) be thedecomposition group of Q over k(pi). So we haveD(pi)(Q) = D(Q)jGal(k(pi)=k) = 0:



6 YI OUYANG4 AND FEI XUThis is a contradiction to the case of s = 1 and we proved (i).(ii) Let D(l) denote the decomposition group of a prime in kS above l, then thenumber of primes in kS above l is equal to#(Gal(kS=Q)=D(l)) = #((Gal(kS=Q)=D(l))^)=#f� 2 Gal(kS=Q)^ : �(l) = 1gThis is the result as desired. �Remark 2. Lemma 1 is not true for arbitrary ZS-extention, see [10, ex.13.2].From Lemma 1, we immediately have the following lemma:Lemma 2. Suppose k \QS = Q, p 2 S with p - [k : Q], T = S � fpg and l is aprime number di�erent from p. Then the number of prime ideals above l in kQS is#f� 2 Gal(kQT=Q)^ : �(l) = 1g#f� 2 Gal(Q(p)=Q)^ : �(l) = 1g= (pnl=q)#f� 2 Gal(kQT =Q)^ : �(l) = 1g:Proof. By Lemma 1, it is su�cient to prove#f� 2 Gal(kQS=Q)^ : �(l) = 1g=#f� 2 Gal(kQT=Q)^ : �(l) = 1g#f� 2 Gal(Q(p)=Q)^ : �(l) = 1g:Since Gal(kQS=Q) �= Gal(kQT =Q)�Gal(Q(p)=Q);we have Gal(kQS=Q)^ �= Gal(kQT =Q)^ �Gal(Q(p)=Q)^;Therefore for any � 2 Gal(kQS=Q)^, we have � = �T ��p, with �T 2 Gal(kQT =Q)^,�p 2 Gal(Q(p)=Q)^ and �(l) = �T (l)�p(l). Note �p(l) is a p-power root of unityand �T (l) is not, so we have�(l) = 1() �T (l) = 1 and �p(l) = 1and Lemma 2 is proved. �4. Proof of Theorem 1.First let k be a �nite abelian extension of Q and we use the following notationsassociated to k:Xk(resp. X�k ): the set of all (resp. odd) Dirichlet characters associated to k.



RIEMANN-HURWITZ FORMULA IN BASIC ZS-EXTENSIONS 7Xk(l) (resp. X�k (l)): all the elements of Xk (resp. X�k ) whose conductors aredivisible by a prime number l.Jk(l): all the elements of Xk whose conductors are prime to a prime number l.We write �k as an element of Xk and fk as the conductor of k. Let e, f and gdenote the usual meaning as the rami�cation index, the residue class degree, thenumber of splitting primes respectively. For a prime number l, by [10. Th.3.7], wehave #Jk(l) = fk(l)gk(l) and #(Xk=Jk(l)) = ek(l):Now E, F are the same as in section 1. Let K be the maximal p-extension of Qin E and L be the maximal extension of Q in E with p - [L : Q]. ! (resp. !0)is a prime of E+S (resp. ES) which does not lie over the prime p, � = !jF+S (resp.�0 = !0jFS ) and u = !jL+S (resp. u0 = !jLS).Suppose !jQ = l 6= p. Since the residue �eld at u or u0 has no �nite p-extensions,it is clear that f(!=u) = f(!0=u0) = 1. FurthermoreeK(l) = e(!0=u0); eK+(l) = e(!=u); and #JK+ = g(!=u); #JK = g(!0=u0)We also note1) It is easy to check that if Theorem 1 holds for two of E=F;K=F and E=K, itholds for the third. This allows us to reduce ourselves to the case where [F : Q] isnot divisible by p for p > 2.2) We can also assume E \ FS = F;F \QS = Q and the conductor of E is notdivisible by qp, since any number �eld between E and ES has the same �(p; S)-invariant as that of E.3) By the above assumption, we have[ES : FS ] = [E : F]; E \QS = Q:With the above notations, we have the following lemma:Lemma 3. X!0 (e(!0=�0)� 1)�X! (e(!=�)� 1)= 8<: Pl pnl�1#XK(l)#f�F	 (T ) : �F odd; �F	 (T )(l) = 1g; if p > 2Pl 2nl�2f#X�K(l)� [E : F]#XF\K(l)�g#f�L	 (T ) : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g; if p = 2where !0 (resp. !) runs over all the primes in ES (resp. E+S ) which do not lie overp, l runs over all the prime numbers di�erent from p and 	 (T ) is taken over thecharacters of Gal(QT=Q).



8 YI OUYANG5 AND FEI XUProof. Since X!0 (e(!0=u0)� 1)�X! (e(!=u)� 1)=Xu0 g(!0=u0)(e(!0=u0)� 1)�Xu g(!=u)(e(!=u)� 1) (*)When p > 2, then F = L, � = u, �0 = u0 and K = K+. By Lemma 2, we have(�) =Xl6=p#XK(l) Xu0\Q=l 1�Xl6=p#XK(l) Xu\Q=l1=Xl6=p#XK(l)#f�F	 (T ) : �F	 (T )(l) = 1gpnl�1�Xl6=p#XK(l)#f�F+	 (T ) : �F+	 (T )(l) = 1gpnl�1=Xl6=p#XK(l)pnl�1#f�F	 (T ) : �F odd; �F	 (T )(l) = 1g:For p = 2, we have F � L and L = L+. So(�) =Xl6=p#XK(l) Xu0jQ=l1�Xl6=p#XK+(l)XujQ=l1=Xl6=p#X�K(l) 2nl�2 #f�L	 (T ) : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g (1)Let E = F, we haveX�0 (e(�0=u0)� 1)�X� (e(�=u)� 1)=Xl6=p2nl�2#X�K\F(l)#f�L	 (T ) : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g (2)Since [ES : FS ] = [E : F]; f(!0=�0) = 1;we have e(!0=�0)g(!0=�0) = [E : F];and e(!0=u0) = e(!0=�0)e(�0=u0);then [E : F]X�0 (e(�0=u0)� 1)=X�0 g(!0=�0)(e(!0=u0)� e(!0=�0))=X!0 (e(!0=u0)� e(!0=�0)):



RIEMANN-HURWITZ FORMULA IN BASIC ZS-EXTENSIONS 9The same is true for !; u; �. By (1) and (2), we obtain thatX!0 (e(!0=�0)� 1)�X! (e(!=�)� 1)=Xl6=p2nl�2f#X�K(l)� [E : F]#X�K\F(l)g#f�L	 (T ) : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g: �Now we begin our proof of the main Theorem 1.Proof. We know that for any imaginary abelian �eld k, �(p; S) has the followingrelation (cf.[9]): ��k (p; S) = �k +X� X	(T )�(�	 (T ));where the outer sum is taken over all odd characters of k=Q and the inner sum istaken over all 	 (T ) 2 Gal(QT =Q)^ with �(�	 (T )) 6= 0, and �k = 1 if and only if !pis a character of k=Q. Therefore��E(p; S)� �E = X�E oddX	(T ) �(�E	 (T ))=X�LX�KX	(T )�(�L�K	 (T )) (**)where �K�L is odd.When p > 2, the conductor of � 2 Gal(K=Q)^ is not divisible by p since fE isnot divisible by p2 and [K : Q] is p-power. Note L = F and K = K+ in this case,by Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we have(��) = X�FoddX�KX	(T )(�(�F	 (T )) + Xljf(�K)�F	(T )(l)=1 pnl�1)= [E : F] X�Fodd X	(T )�(�F	 (T )) + X�Fodd X	(T ) Xl6=p�F	(T )(l)=1#XK(l)pnl�1= [E : F](��F(p; S)� �F) +Xl6=ppnl�1#XK(l) X�Fodd;�F	(T )(l)=11= [E : F](��F(p; S)� �F) +Xl6=ppnl�1#XK(l)#f�F	 (T ) : �F odd; �F	 (T )(l) = 1g= [E : F](��F(p; S)� �F) +X!0 (e(!0=�0)� 1)�X! (e(!=�)� 1):When p = 2, L = L+, L � F and the conductor of each character of K is notdivisible by 8. By [6. Th.1]X�Kodd�(�K) =Xl6=p 2nl�2#X�K(l)� [K+ : Q]:



10 YI OUYANG6 AND FEI XUSince K\F is an imaginary abelian extension of Q, we can choose a primitive oddcharacter �0 of Gal((F \ K)=Q) with order 2. Then, for any � 2 X�K, � = �0 ~�with ~� 2 XK+ . By Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we haveX�Kodd X�L	(T ) 6=1�(�K�L	 (T ))=Xl6=p 2nl�2#X�K(l)#f�L	 (T ) 6= 1 : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g+ [K+ : Q] X�L	(T ) 6=1�(�0�L	 (T )):Therefore (��) =X�L X�Kodd X	(T )�(�K�L	 (T ))= X�Kodd X�L	(T ) 6=1�(�K�L	 (T )) + X�Kodd�(�K)= [K+ : Q]( X�L	(T ) 6=1�(�0�L	 (T ))� 1)+Xl6=p2nl�2#X�K(l)#f�L	 (T ) : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g (3)If we set E = F in the above equality, then we obtain��F(2; S)� �F= [K+ \ F : Q]( X�L	(T ) 6=1�(�0�L	 (T ))� 1)+Xl6=p2nl�2#X�K\F(l)#f�L	 (T ) : �L	 (T )(l) = 1g (4)By (3) � [E+ : F+](4) we obtain the result as desired since [E+ : F+][K+ \ F :Q] = [K+ : Q] and [E : F] = [E+ : F+] = [ES : FS ]. �Acknowledgement: Both authors would like to thank the refree for pointing outsome mistakes and misprints both in English and in mathematics. The second au-thor was supported by Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and National NaturalScience Foundation of China. References1. Childress,N., �-invariants and �-transforms, Manuscripta Math. 64 (1989), 359{375.2. Friedman,E., Ideal class groups in basic Zp1 � � � � � Zps extensions of abelian number �elds,Invent. Math 65 (1982), 425{440.3. Iwasawa,K., On �-extensions of algebraic number �elds, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 65 (1959),183{226.
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